Spatial heterogeneity in the canalicular density of the osteocyte network in human osteons
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Abstract

Osteocytes interconnect with each other forming an intricate cell network within the mineralized bone matrix. One important function of the osteocyte network is the mechano-regulation of bone remodeling, where a possible mechanism includes the fluid flow through the porosity housing the cell network - the osteocyte lacuno-canalicul

1. Introduction

Although osteocytes are by far the most abundant bone cells, they attracted only recently the specific attention of bone researchers (Bonewald, 2011). One crucial reason for this late popularity is that osteocytes live buried in the mineralized matrix and, therefore, their activity is more difficult to observe than the activity of osteoblasts and osteoclasts. In living bone, osteocytes occupy lacunae of about 15 μm in their largest dimension and use a network of canaliculi of about 300 nm in diameter (Varga et al., 2015) to connect with each other via gap junctions. The high density of this network entails that the osteocyte lacuno-canalicul network (OLCN) contributes with >1% to the overall porosity of cortical bone (Cardoso et al., 2013), and its total surface in the human skeleton was estimated to be as large as 215 m² (Buenzli & Sims, 2015). Different functions have been attributed to the network of osteocytes. The osteocytes are known to be strongly mechano-sensitive cells (Kleinnulend et al., 1995; Klein-Nulend et al., 2013) with their cell processes more sensitive than the cell bodies (Adachi et al., 2009). The network of osteocytes is thought to control the structural adaptation of bone to mechanical needs (Schaffler et al., 2014; Lanyon et al., 1993). Different mechanisms have been proposed of how the mechanical stimulation is sensed by the network. The fluid flow hypothesis states that the mechanical loading squeezes bone fluid through the canaliculi creating shear forces on the cell processes of osteocytes (Han et al., 2004; Burger & Klein-Nulend, 1999). An alternative hypothesis proposes that microdamage results in the interruption of cell processes resulting in the death of the osteocyte (Verborgt et al., 2000). Besides mechanosensing, recently the role of the osteocyte network in mineral homeostasis has been extensively revisited (Qing &
Bonewald, 2009). In a process called osteocytic osteolysis (Belanger, 1969; Teti & Zallone, 2009), osteocytes dissolve mineral from the surrounding matrix, thereby enlarging the lacunae (Qing & Bonewald, 2009) and influencing the mineral characteristics of the surrounding bone (Kerschnitzki et al., 2013).

This work focuses on the osteocyte lacuno-canalicular network in human osteons. Osteons are the result of cortical bone remodeling and constitute the basic building block of cortical bone (Parfitt, 1994). Most of the research on the OCLN in osteons concentrated on the osteocyte lacunae due to their larger spatial dimensions compared to the canaliculi. In particular, using synchrotron radiation tomography, the size and arrangement of osteocyte lacunae in osteons was measured in great detail (Hannah et al., 2010; Dong et al., 2014). It was reported that in human osteons the osteocyte density on average increased from 4 × 10²/mm² close to the Haversian canal to 9 × 10²/mm² at 80% of osteon radius. The nearest-neighbor distance between lacunae peaked at 23 μm (Hannah et al., 2010). Moreover, a framework has been established to quantify the osteocyte lacunae, in particular their shape and orientation (Mader et al., 2013).

However, for a proper assessment of the proposed functions of the osteocyte network mentioned above, the properties of the canalicular network seem even more essential. Different methods are nowadays available for a quantitative three-dimensional imaging of the OCLN (Schneider et al., 2010). The strength of synchrotron radiation based methods like phase nanotomography (Varga et al., 2013; Langer et al., 2012) and the combination of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and focused ion beam (FIB) (Schneider et al., 2011) are a high spatial resolution. The method to combine staining and confocal laser scanning microscopy (Kerschnitzki et al., 2013; Tate et al., 2004; Giani et al., 2009; Sugawara et al., 2005; Kerschnitzki et al., 2011) has the advantage to provide an image of the OCLN of large bone volumes. With this method, which is used in our study, the network can be analyzed over distances as large as a diameter of an osteon. Applied to the OCLN in sheep it was demonstrated that 80% of the bone matrix is within a distance of only 1.4 μm to the closest canaliculus (Kerschnitzki et al., 2013). Based on histological observations it was suggested that the integrity and three-dimensional organization of the osteocyte network change in disease states such as osteoporosis, osteoarthritis, and osteomalacia (Tate et al., 2004). Alterations in the osteocyte lacunar–canalicular microenvironment were reported with an increase of the effective canalicular size as a result of estrogen deficiency (Sharma et al., 2012).

For future investigations of changes in the OCLN linked to bone diseases, a first essential step constitutes in a quantitative description of the healthy state, which then can serve as a reference. Therefore, the aim of the current study is to quantify the architecture of the osteocyte canalicular network within osteons of healthy individuals. The main descriptor of the network is the canalicular length density of the network, influencing the mineral characteristics of the surrounding bone (Kerschnitzki et al., 2013). The nearest-neighbor distance between lacunae peaked at 23 μm (Hannah et al., 2010). Moreover, a framework has been established to quantify the osteocyte lacunae, in particular their shape and orientation (Mader et al., 2013).

However, for a proper assessment of the proposed functions of the osteocyte network mentioned above, the properties of the canalicular network seem even more essential. Different methods are nowadays available for a quantitative three-dimensional imaging of the OCLN (Schneider et al., 2010). The strength of synchrotron radiation based methods like phase nanotomography (Varga et al., 2013; Langer et al., 2012) and the combination of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and focused ion beam (FIB) (Schneider et al., 2011) are a high spatial resolution. The method to combine staining and confocal laser scanning microscopy (Kerschnitzki et al., 2013; Tate et al., 2004; Giani et al., 2009; Sugawara et al., 2005; Kerschnitzki et al., 2011) has the advantage to provide an image of the OCLN of large bone volumes. With this method, which is used in our study, the network can be analyzed over distances as large as a diameter of an osteon. Applied to the OCLN in sheep it was demonstrated that 80% of the bone matrix is within a distance of only 1.4 μm to the closest canaliculus (Kerschnitzki et al., 2013). Based on histological observations it was suggested that the integrity and three-dimensional organization of the osteocyte network change in disease states such as osteoporosis, osteoarthritis, and osteomalacia (Tate et al., 2004). Alterations in the osteocyte lacunar–canalicular microenvironment were reported with an increase of the effective canalicular size as a result of estrogen deficiency (Sharma et al., 2012).

For future investigations of changes in the OCLN linked to bone diseases, a first essential step constitutes in a quantitative description of the healthy state, which then can serve as a reference. Therefore, the aim of the current study is to quantify the architecture of the osteocyte canalicular network within osteons of healthy individuals. The main descriptor of the network is the canalicular length density of the network, i.e. the length of canaliculi present per bone volume measured in μm/μm³. As a more concise term in the following only canalicular density is used, since length is the natural physical quantity of the network to be quantified per bone volume. For the functionality of the network, in particular the bone tissue permeability, the canalicular density is an essential parameter (Cardoso et al., 2013; Steck & Knothe-Tate, 2003; Verbruggen et al., 2012).

In this study special attention is dedicated on local variations of the network density within an osteon. Marotti and co-workers were first in addressing the question whether the density of the network changes in radial direction, i.e. the direction of bone apposition during remodeling, and found no statistical significant variation (Marotti et al., 1995). With the novel possibility to evaluate now the three-dimensional topology of the network we revisited this question. As the OCLN is imaged via a stain penetrating the network, only the accessible part of the network is imaged. Consequently, when canaliculae and/or lacunae get blocked by mineralized tissue – a process termed micropetrosis (Frost, 1960) – then this part of the network remains unstained. It has been reported that the amount of highly mineralized lacunar occlusions increases with age (Busse et al., 2010) and that osteoporosis and osteoarthritis can be responsible for a higher fraction of hypermineralized osteocyte lacunae (Carpentier et al., 2012). Since micropetrosis most likely has a strong impact on the mechanosensitivity of the bone tissue, a focus of our network evaluation was the detection of regions in the osteon which do not contain an accessible canalicular network.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Samples

Osteons for the investigation of the OLCN were selected from transversal cross sections of the femoral midshaft from four different human cadavers. Directly after the necropsy bone samples were frozen and stored at −20 °C and transferred into 70% ethanol prior to further preparation. The sample preparation preserved a large part of the lateral region of the cortex covering the whole cortical thickness. Form such a sample transversal cuts of 0.5 mm thickness were then used for rhodamine staining. By polishing one of the surfaces using abrasive paper with grit designation P 1200 under wet conditions, the image quality could be improved due to removal of the rhodamine stained surface layer.

All individuals were female and middle-aged (age of death between 48 and 56 years) without any known bone-related metabolic disease. The cause of death was in all individuals related to cardiovascular diseases. Samples were provided by the Department of Forensic Medicine of the Medical University of Vienna in accordance with the ethic commission board of the institution (EK #: 1757/2013).

2.2. Staining and confocal imaging

Samples were placed in a phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution with dissolved rhodamine-6G powder (0.02 %wt) for two days under constant movement. With the small size of the rhodamine molecule (roughly 1 nm × 1 nm × 0.4 nm (Lu & Penzkofer, 1986)) this time is sufficient that rhodamine can penetrate into all the accessible parts of the OLCN as tested by time dependent staining analyses and to attach to its mineralized surface. Using confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) (Leica TCS SP5) the rhodamine fluorescence allows to image the canalicular network (Kerschnitzki et al., 2011), where the unembbeded samples are not kept in the rhodamine solution during imaging. Rhodamine was excited with combined laser light of 488 nm and 541 nm and the fluorescence signal was then detected in the wavelength range of 550–650 nm (Fig. 1a). The microscope setting with a 100× oil-immersion objective (HCX PL APO CS 100.0 × 1.40 OIL) and a numerical aperture of 1.4 would result in a theoretical lateral resolution of about 280 nm. For the imaging the used voxel size was (300 nm)³. Imaged volumes were 155 μm × 155 μm × 40 μm, where the smallest value in axial direction is due to the limited transparency of the mineralized bone. During the measurement the decay of intensity of the fluorescence signal with increasing imaging depth was compensated by adapting the laser intensity and the voltage of the detecting photo multiplier tubes. For the imaging, in each of the four samples multiple osteons were selected over the whole width of the lateral femoral cortex. The selected osteons were middle-sized, had a roughly circular cross-section and were all alternating following standard terminology (Ascenzi & Bonucci, 1968). In total 49 osteons were investigated with at least 11 osteons in each sample (see Table 1 for number of investigated osteons in each sample).

2.3. Image analysis

As a first step in the analysis the stack of images from confocal microscopy (Fig. 1b) was binarized employing a customized adaptive thresholding algorithm. The used algorithm is based on difference of Gaussians (DoG) (Marr & Hildreth, 1980), a classical feature
The canalicular density Ca.Dn which characterizes the length of all the canalici in a given volume and is therefore measured in μm^-1. This quantity is related to the number density of canalici defined as number of canalici intersecting a given area as reported in earlier studies (Marotti et al., 1995). However, our definition of canalicular density being defined per unit volume has the advantage to be less sensitive to orientational effects in the evaluation. For a better illustration of the canalicular density, also a length in units of μm is reported, which corresponds to a characteristic distance $d_c$ between two canalici. For the conversion of Ca.Dn into a length the simplest geometry of the canalicular network is assumed, i.e. a two-dimensional dense packing of straight and parallel canalici. In such a hexagonal arrangement of canalici, the half distance $d_c$ is given by $d_c = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2 \times \pi \times \text{Ca.Dn}}} \approx 0.537 / \text{Ca.Dn}$.

The canalicular density is analyzed on two length scales: firstly, on the length scale of the whole osteon. The length of the canalici is evaluated within the volume of the osteon, i.e. regions outside the cement line and the Haversian canal were excluded. In addition, also the volume of the osteocyte lacunae was excluded, which comprises about 0.6 ± 0.3% of the volume of the osteon (see Table 1). Parameters employed to characterize the investigated osteons are the mean radius of the osteon, On.Rd, the mean radius of the Haversian canal, HCa.Rd, the mean osteon wall thickness, On.W.Th, and the bone volume within the osteon that was included in the evaluation of the OLCN, evaluated.BV. The OLCN in the osteons was described by the canalicular density, Ca.Dn, the standard deviation of the canalicular density distribution Ca.Dn.stddev, the first bin in the canalicular density distribution Ca.Dn.firstbin, which provides the percentage of bone volume in the osteon without canalicular network (Fig. 4) and the volume fraction occupied by osteocyte lacunae, Lc.V.Dn.

Secondly, to characterize the observed spatial heterogeneity of the canalicular network, the volume of the osteon was partitioned into smaller subvolumes and the canalicular density evaluated in each subvolume. The three-dimensional CLSM image is thresholded to obtain the red contour surface. Subsequent skeletonization and fitting with smoothing splines (dark lines) provides a mathematical rendering of the network topology. A segmented lacuna is visualized in purple. In d) the network of a representative dataset is visualized: osteocyte lacunae (blue), Haversian canal in the center of the osteon (green) and skeletonized canaliculi, which are color coded to represent the topology. A segmented lacuna is visualized in purple. In d) the network of a representative dataset is visualized: osteocyte lacunae (blue), Haversian canal in the center of the osteon (green) and skeletonized canaliculi, which are color coded to indicate their distance from the Haversian canal (from blue to red). The subvolumes of 400 μm^3 used to assess the heterogeneity of the canalicular density are of equal size than medium osteocyte lacunae. The cylindrical coordinate system used in the evaluation of the canalicular density is sketched in e). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>All n = 49</th>
<th>Femur1 n = 12</th>
<th>Femur2 n = 13</th>
<th>Femur3 n = 11</th>
<th>Femur4 n = 13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ca.Dn [μm^-1]</td>
<td>0.076 [0.066, 0.083]</td>
<td>0.086 [0.072, 0.092]</td>
<td>0.067 [0.056, 0.078]</td>
<td>0.082 [0.076, 0.089]</td>
<td>0.064 [0.057, 0.076]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca.Dn.stddev [μm^-1]</td>
<td>0.045 [0.04, 0.05]</td>
<td>0.087 [0.04, 0.05]</td>
<td>0.046 [0.044, 0.048]</td>
<td>0.049 [0.047, 0.051]</td>
<td>0.041 [0.039, 0.044]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca.Dn.firstbin [μm^-1]</td>
<td>0.075 [0.067, 0.086]</td>
<td>0.086 [0.074, 0.094]</td>
<td>0.072 [0.067, 0.078]</td>
<td>0.083 [0.077, 0.091]</td>
<td>0.062 [0.056, 0.075]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lc.V.Dn [μm^3]</td>
<td>0.00584 [0.00545, 0.00589]</td>
<td>0.00585 [0.00545, 0.00581]</td>
<td>0.00711 [0.00588, 0.00511]</td>
<td>0.00711 [0.00556, 0.00581]</td>
<td>0.00711 [0.00363, 0.00579]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evaluated.BV [10^3 μm^3]</td>
<td>7.3 [6.4, 7.8]</td>
<td>6.6 [5.9, 6.9]</td>
<td>7.5 [6.8, 7.8]</td>
<td>7.7 [6.5, 7.8]</td>
<td>7.7 [6.8, 8.2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were subdivided equidistantly with depth direction:

lines denote linear regressions performed for each sample separately. The y-axis on the right side is a linear measure for the density of the canalicular network and is calculated as $dc$
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Fig. 3.

smaller part of the subvolumes with high canalicular density. Our choice of the constraint of equal volume of all subvolumes, the radial coordinate $r$ to the next canaliculus or lacuna.

Subvolume. The inhomogeneity, characterized by the width of the distribution of the canalicular density within subvolumes, clearly depends on the size of the subvolumes. In the extreme case that the subvolumes have dimensions smaller than the mean distance between canaliculi, the result would be a large percentage of empty subvolumes and a smaller part of the subvolumes with high canalicular density. Our choice of the size of the subvolume as a representative volume was 400 $\mu$m$^3$, which is large enough to include several canaliculi in most of the subvolumes and has a size comparable to the osteocyte lacunae. The cylindrical shape of the osteon suggests performing the partition into subvolumes in a cylindrical coordinate system (Fig. 1e) with rings in radial directions $r$, circular sectors in azimuthal direction $\phi$ and slices in depth direction $z$. The azimuthal angle $\phi$ and the depth coordinate $z$ were subdivided equidistantly with $\Delta \phi = \pi/36$ and $\Delta z = 8 \mu$m. To fulfill the constraint of equal volume of all subvolumes, the radial coordinate was then subdivided in a non-equidistant manner. The outcome of the analysis is a frequency distribution describing how likely it is to find a subvolume with a given canalicular density in the osteon. The partitioning into subvolumes is further used to study changes of the canalicular density in different directions, e.g. whether the network density decreases with distance from the Haversian canal. To account for the different sizes of the osteons, the radial distance from the osteonal center is normalized to be 0 at the border between Haversian canal and bone and 1 at the cement line.

The source code used for both the image analysis and network evaluation will be available for download (Repp, n.d.).

2.5. Value reporting and statistics

In the text the results of the quantification of the osteocyte network are reported as mean value ± standard deviation when averaged over all 49 osteons. Values obtained as means over the 4 investigated samples are reported as the range between the minimum and maximum value. The values summarized in Table 1 are given as medians and the boundary values of the lowest and largest quartile.

To test differences of the canalicular density between the four different samples for their statistical significance, a one way ANOVA was performed with appropriate Bonferroni correction. The correlation between the canalicular density and the osteon geometry and lacunar volume fraction (Fig. 3), respectively, was determined by linear regression $t$-tests. To test the hypothesis that the canalicular density decreases with distance from the Haversian canal, $t$-tests were performed using the slope of the radial canalicular density dependence for each of the samples independently. The significance level was $p < 0.05$.

3. Results

Table 1 summarizes basic information about the 49 osteons investigated. Their sizes were in the medium range with a mean radius of 116 $\mu$m ± 36 $\mu$m. The sizes of the Haversian canals showed larger relative variations – 40 $\mu$m ± 22 $\mu$m. The field of view of the microscope did not allow imaging the whole osteons if they were larger than 155 $\mu$m in diameter. Consequently, the mean bone volume that was used for the evaluation of the OLCN in a single osteon was $(7.1 \pm 1.1) \times 10^5 \mu$m$^3$.

A first quantification of the density of the canalicular network is obtained by calculating the shortest Euclidian distance of all the bone voxels in the image to its closest canalicus or lacuna (Kerschnitzki et al., 2013). In Fig. 3 the obtained frequency distributions for all four samples and the corresponding cumulative distribution (dashed curves) are shown. The typical distance of bone to the next canalicus or lacuna denoted by the peak of the distribution is only slightly above 1 $\mu$m. The cumulative distributions show that 80% of the bone in human osteons has a canalicular not farther away than 2.47–3.08 $\mu$m. The values of the canalicular density for the four samples showed a significant difference (ANOVA, $p = 0.0008$). Pairwise testing showed that only the differences between femur1 and femur4, and femur 3 and femur 4 are significant (Bonferroni corrected $p = 0.005$ and $p = 0.002$, respectively).

To test the hypothesis whether larger osteons have a less dense network, Fig. 3a and b show the canalicular density, defined as the length of the network within a unit volume, plotted versus the osteon radius and the osteon wall thickness, respectively, for all the 49 osteons measured in the four samples of femoral cortical bone. Performing a linear regression for all samples (dashed lines in Fig. 3), the obtained low values of the slope suggest an independence of network density from osteon radius ($p$-values in the range of 0.61–0.97 for a significant difference of the slope from zero; Fig. 3, left) and osteon wall thickness ($p$-values in
the range of 0.91–0.92; Fig. 3, middle). Also no correlation was found when testing the canalicular density against the lacunar volume fraction (p-values in the range of 0.11–0.46; Fig. 3, right).

When probing the heterogeneity of the network within the osteon by subdividing its volume into smaller subvolumes of 400 μm³ (see Methods section) and making a frequency histogram of the canalicular density with these subvolumes, the following features are observed (Fig. 4, histogram averaged over all osteons in one sample): except for the first sample the highest bar is found on the very left corresponding to subvolumes virtually free of any network (7.5 ± 1.6% of the osteon volume). The distributions have a mean value between 0.063 and 0.084 μm/μm³ with a standard deviation of 0.045–0.051 μm/μm³. The value of the 90th percentile is 0.125–0.152 μm/μm³, i.e. 10% of the osteon volume is penetrated by a canalicular network that is roughly twice as dense as the mean canalicular network.

Fig. 5 shows two representative osteons in which regions with no network are located (highlighted in blue). The plots demonstrate that these regions without network are not equally distributed over the whole osteon, but are concentrated only in a few locations. They display some preferred orientation in radial direction towards the center of the osteon as can be seen in the osteon on the right in Fig. 5.

The partition in subvolumes allows analyzing how the canalicular density varies along the radial, the azimuthal and the depth direction (see Fig. 1ef for the definition of the directions). The evaluation for the two osteons shown in Fig. 5 confirms the impression that the network of the osteon on the left in Fig. 5 is azimuthally almost homogeneous, whereas the network in the osteon on the right is more organized like spokes in a wheel resulting in strong variations of the canalicular density as a function of the azimuthal angle φ (Fig. 6, middle). The canalicular density is relatively constant with the imaging depth (Fig. 6, bottom).

Fig. 5. Projections along the depth axis of two typical datasets of osteons with regions outside of the osteon (including the Haversian canal) in black. The canalicular network stained by rhodamine is visualized in red, detected lacunae in green and regions without canalicular network on a length scale larger than 5 μm are highlighted in blue. Note that both the blue color for the regions free of network and the green color of the lacunae are the result of an image analysis and do not correspond to a staining of the sample. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Most interesting is the question whether the network density changes in radial direction, i.e. the direction in which the bone is deposited during osteon formation. For both osteons the canalicular density decreased in a roughly linear manner with distance from the Haversian canal (Fig. 6, top). The result of a linear regression for the radial dependence of the canalicular density for all the osteons is shown in Fig. 7. The value of the fitted slope is negative for most of the osteons. For the 49 osteons we obtained a negative slope of \(-0.038 \pm 0.04\). A statistical analysis showed that the slope is significantly smaller than zero when considering all the osteons \((p = 6.4 \times 10^{-8})\) and the same was true for three of the four individual bone samples \((p\text{-values ranging from } 0.0004 \text{ to } 0.02)\).

4. Discussion

Bone health is crucially linked to properly functioning osteocytes, and their function is in turn intimately related to their mutual connection via the canalicular network. With the vision in mind to obtain a more functional assessment of the canalicular network, we performed in this study a quantitative analysis of the network structure. A combination of confocal laser scanning microscopy and 3D image analysis was used to image and analyze the osteocyte lacuno-canalicular network (OLCN) in osteons of healthy human individuals. The main quantity of analysis was the canalicular density defined as the length of the canalici per unit volume. As average over all 49 investigated osteons in healthy individuals, we obtained a canalicular density of \(0.074 \pm 0.015 \mu m/\mu m^3\). This value means that a cube of bone with a side length of 1 cm contains a canalicular network of a length of 74 km. In comparison Marotti et al. counted 5.5 \(\pm 1.9\) canalici per 100 \(\mu m^2\) penetrating the surface of Haversian canals in a human tibia (Marotti et al., 1995).

Assuming that these canalici are continuing parallel into the bone matrix, this value fits well to our slightly higher density taking into account that Marotti’s method could not account for canalici running parallel to the bone surface. Our reported value of the canalicular density is in agreement with the value of 0.1 \(\mu m/\mu m^3\) from the estimation in the Appendix of (Buenzli & Sims, 2015) based on OLCN data from sheep (Kerschnitzki et al., 2013). However, our value is almost four-times smaller than the value measured in embryonic chick calvaria (Sugawara et al., 2005). Artefacts in both the experimental staining method and in the image analysis tend rather “to lose” functional canalici than “to create” non-existing canalici. For this reason, the obtained value is in our interpretation probably an underestimation of the canalicular density in healthy humans. The density of the network in human osteons is markedly lower than in the fibroblastic bone of sheep. In ovine samples 80% of the bone was found within only a distance of 1.4 \(\mu m\) to the closest canalicular network structure (Kerschnitzki et al., 2013). In human osteonal bone the corresponding value is with 2.8 \(\mu m\) twice as large.

Our analysis did not show any correlation of the canalicular density with the geometry of the osteon, i.e. the size of the osteon described by its radius or the osteonal wall thickness. Additionally, no correlation was found between the canalicular density and the volume occupied by the osteocyte lacunae. This universality of canalicular density between osteons suggests that the distance between canalici is under control of a local mechanism that is independent of global osteon geometry or lacunar density during formation of the canalicular network.

The partition of the osteons into smaller subvolumes and analysis of the network in these subvolumes revealed a substantial variability of the canalicular density. Remarkable are the large regions in osteons without network – on average in >7% of the subvolumes no network was found. As the network is imaged via a stain entering into the canalicular porosity, it has to be emphasized that our statement is not that in these regions no network was formed during osteon formation or that no canalicular structures can be found there. Our statement is rather that these regions do not contain any network accessible to the stain. Due to the small size of the rhodamine molecule, we conclude that these regions do not contain any functional network. A simple mathematical model how to interpret the observed variability in the canalicular density is to construct an abstract network model based on the following assumptions: (i) the evaluation volume of 400 \(\mu m^3\) is assumed to be a cube with a side length of 7.37 \(\mu m\); the network is evaluated in a large two-dimensional array of such cuboids; (ii) the network consists only of straight and parallel aligned canalici which traverse the cube perpendicular to the extension of the two-dimensional array; (iii) the intersection points of the canalici with one of these cubic faces are chosen randomly and (iv) the mean canalicular density of the abstract network equals the measured canalicular density. In such a cube on average four parallel canalici would cross the cube from side to side. The resulting frequency distribution of the canalicular density of this abstract network model of randomly placed canalici would result in a Poisson-like distribution with a standard deviation \(\sigma = 0.037\)
et al. (Marotti et al., 1995), who found also a decreasing canalicular Haversian canal. This result is consistent with the outcome by Marotti et al. (2013) where we found a decrease with increasing distance from the cement line. The outcome was that the average negative slope became smaller (−0.032 ± 0.04 compared to −0.038 ± 0.04 including all subvolumes), but remained highly statistically significant (p = 1.3 × 10⁻⁶) and 3 out of 4 samples showed a significant negative slope (p-values ranged from 0.00068 to 0.092) (supplementary material, Fig. S2). The second observation is obtained when plotting the canalicular density of an osteon versus the slope of the decrease in canalicular density with radial distance. The plot shows a negative correlation (linear regression with R² = 0.29) with the densest networks displaying the strongest decrease of canalicular density with radial distance (supplementary material, Fig. S3). Following the line of interpretation that the density of accessible canaliculi in an osteon decreases with time (e.g., due to closing of canaliculi by micropetrosis (Frost, 1960)), so that osteons with the highest density are the “best conserved ones” and tend to be younger, we conclude that the canalicular network in osteons is formed with a clear increase in canalicular density from the cement line towards the Haversian canal. It is interesting to confront this result with observations on the number density of osteocyte lacunae within osteons and the bone apposition rate during osteon formation. When filling of the osteon starts, the apposition rate is high and – compared to average values in the osteon – the number density of osteocyte lacunae is increased (Hamah et al., 2010). The density of the canalicular network has initially values lower than average. At the end of filling of the osteon the apposition rate is low after a roughly exponential decrease as a function of the deposited wall thickness (Lee, 1964; Polig & Jee, 1990). At this final stage of osteon formation the lacuna number density is low and the density of the canalicular network is high. Since osteocytes make use of the canalicular network to interact with the surrounding bone material via osteocytic osteolysis (Belanger, 1969; Teti & Zallone, 2009), these topological characteristics of the network should also leave their traces in the bone material. Using different synchrotron radiation techniques it could be demonstrated that both the mineral content (Hesse et al., 2015) and the nanoscopic mineral particle size (Kerschnitzki et al., 2013) is altered in close vicinity of the canaliculi.

The present study should be considered as a start of systematic studies of the topology of the OLCN in bones of humans and animals. It provides a reference value of the canalicular density in human osteons in a load bearing long bone and how this quantity varies within osteons. The observation of larger regions without accessible network suggests that with time the network structure can deteriorate, most likely due to osteocyte death and the closing of canaliculi by micropetrosis. A less dense and less connected network could carry important implications having in mind the important role of the osteocyte network in the mechanico-control of bone remodeling. If it is possible to read out from the network topology a quantity related to the local mechanosensitivity of the bone, an important step in the diagnosis of bone diseases with dysfunctional mecha-regulation would be achieved. On the path towards developing canalicular density as a potential diagnostic tool, the time evolution of the OLCN with age has to be quantified. It was shown that the number of canaliculi per osteocyte lacuna decreases with the age of the individual (Milovanovic et al., 2013). Because of bone remodeling topological changes of the canalicular network with age have to be analyzed with a careful distinction between the tissue age under investigation and the age of the individual.
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